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CONFERENCES/SYMPOSIA

CONFERENCE: Drafting an International Sales Contract: Problems and Remedies 4:97-224 (Winter 1979)

The Pitfalls of Making International Contracts—E. Allan Farnsworth
Settlement of International Commercial Disputes—Michael A. Almond
International Sales Representative and Distributorship Agreements—John R. Bauman
Foreign Licensing and Joint Venture Arrangements—Vincent D. Travaglini
Tax Implications of Exporting—Michael A. Henning
Introduction to the Methods of Payment Involving Banks—William C. Edwards, Jr.
Avoiding Pitfalls in the Collection of Payment—Wade M. Gallant, Jr.


Antitrust and Foreign Commerce: Reach and Grasp—John R. Lacey
U.S. Antitrust and Doing Business Abroad: Recent Trends and Developments—Joel Davidow
Canadian Combines Law: A Perspective on the Current Combines Investigation Act and Recent Case Law—Barry R. Campbell
The Impact of the U.S. Antitrust and Related Laws on the International Marketing of Goods and Services (Export and Import)—Thomas E. Johnson
Application of U.S. Antitrust Law to International Investment: Joint Ventures, Mergers and Acquisitions—Bruce H. Jackson
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